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Faculty of Philology / ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE / Russian Language II

Course: Russian Language II

Course ID Course status Semester ECTS credits Lessons (Lessons+Exer
cises+Laboratory)

3926 Mandatory 2 4 2+2+0

Programs ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Prerequisites There are no prerequisites for other subjects, but it is desirable that students have some prior
knowledge of the Russian language in order to follow the classes.

Aims Developing and raising to a higher level language skills and habits (listening, reading, writing and
speaking), independent written and oral presentation on the given topic.

Learning outcomes Outcomes: After passing this exam, the student should: 1. Understands everyday communication and
carries out simpler conversations in Russian; 2. Government with all four skills of the Russian
language (listening, speaking, reading and writing at level A1 - A2); 3. To use the acquired knowledge
to write simple and short texts on topics covered during class; 4. Master the skill of language
translation analysis of text from Russian and into Russian: 5. Independently adequately uses textbook
and scientific literature, bibliographic sources and modern Internet resources in Russian.

Lecturer / Teaching
assistant

Docent Dr. Marina Koprivica; Lecturer Marija Mujović

Methodology A short introduction to the appropriate language content, with the greatest possible participation of
students in various types of written and oral exercises; independently, in pairs, in a group;
conversation.

Plan and program of
work

Preparing week Preparation and registration of the semester

I week lectures 1. Introduction to the topic "Eda"

I week exercises 1. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

II week lectures 2. Speaking topic "Eda" (continued)

II week exercises  2. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

III week lectures 3. Processing of the text "Food". "In the dining room. "In a restaurant"

III week exercises 3. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

IV week lectures 4. Introduction to the topic "Health"

IV week exercises 4. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

V week lectures 5. Speaking topic "Health" (continued); processing text "Health". "Medical help"

V week exercises 5. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

VI week lectures 6. Test

VI week exercises 6. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

VII week lectures 7. Introduction to the topic "Magazines"

VII week exercises 7. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

VIII week lectures 8. Speaking topic "The shops" (continued)

VIII week exercises 8. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

IX week lectures 9. "The shops" text processing. "Purchase"

IX week exercises 9. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

X week lectures 10. Introduction to the topic "Weather"

X week exercises 10. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

XI week lectures 11. Speaking topic "Weather"" (continued); processing of the text "Weather". "Times of the year"

XI week exercises 11. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

XII week lectures 12. Test

XII week exercises 12. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

XIII week lectures 13. Introduction to the topic "Human exterior"
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XIII week exercises 13. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

XIV week lectures 14. Speaking topic "Human appearance" (continued); text processing "Human Appearance"

XIV week exercises 14. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

XV week lectures 15. Final exam

XV week exercises 15. Exercises designed in accordance with the topics covered in the lectures.

Student workload Week In the semester 4 credits x 40/30 = 5 hours and 20 minutes Structure: 2 hours of lectures 2
hours of exercises 1 hours and 20 minutes of individual student work (preparation for laboratory
exercises, for colloquiums, preparation homework) including consultations Lessons and final exam: (5
hours and 20 minutes) x 16 = 85 hours and 20 minutes Necessary preparation before the beginning of
the semester (administration, registration, certification): 2 x (5 hours and 20 minutes) = 10 hours and
40 minutes Total workload for the course: 4 x 30 = 120 hours Additional work for exam preparation in
the make-up exam period, including taking the make-up exam from 0 - 30 hours. Load structure: 85
hours and 20 minutes (teaching) + 10 hours and 40 minutes (preparation) + 24 hours (additional
work) Weekly In the semester 4 credits x 40/30 = 5 hours and 20 minutes Structure: 2 hours lectures,
2 hours of exercises, 1 hour and 20 minutes of individual student work (preparation for laboratory
tests exercises, for colloquiums, doing homework) including consultations Classes and final exam: (5
hours and 20 minutes) x 16 = 85 hours and 20 minutes Necessary preparation before the beginning of
the semester (administration, registration, certification): 2 x (5 hours and 20 minutes) = 10 hours and
40 minutes Total workload for course: 4 x 30 = 120 hours Additional work for exam preparation in the
remedial exam period, including taking a remedial exam from 0 - 30 hours. Load structure: 85 hours
and 20 minutes (teaching) + 10 hours and 40 minutes (preparation) + 24 hours (additional work)

Per week Per semester

4 credits x 40/30=5 hours and 20 minuts 
2 sat(a) theoretical classes
0 sat(a) practical classes
2 excercises
1 hour(s) i 20 minuts 
of independent work, including consultations

Classes and final exam:
5 hour(s) i 20 minuts x 16 =85 hour(s) i 20 minuts 
Necessary preparation before the beginning of the semester
(administration, registration, certification):
 5 hour(s) i 20 minuts x 2 =10 hour(s) i 40 minuts 
Total workload for the subject:
4 x 30=120 hour(s)
Additional work for exam preparation in the preparing exam period,
including taking the remedial exam from 0 to 30 hours (remaining time from
the first two items to the total load for the item)
24 hour(s) i 0 minuts 
Workload structure: 85 hour(s) i 20 minuts (cources), 10 hour(s) i 40
minuts (preparation), 24 hour(s) i 0 minuts (additional work)

Student obligations Students are required to attend classes, prepare and be active they
participate in classes, do homework.

Consultations The teacher consults with the students.

Literature Literature: "I speak Russian and translate" 1, Marijana Kiršova, Dragana
Kerkez: 53 models of Russian grammar, T. M. Dorofeeva, M. N. Lebedeva;
Grammar of the Russian language, Radmilo Marojević; Serbian-Russian
dictionary edited by Bogoljub Stanković.

Examination methods Activities 10 points; two tests of 15 points each (30 points in total);
presentation (written and oral presentation on the given topic) 10 points;
final exam 50 points.

Special remarks There is none.

Comment Implementation plan of the teaching program by thematic units and terms
students will receive at the beginning of the semester.

Grade: F E D C B A

Number
of points

less than 50
points

greater than or
equal to 50 points
and less than 60
points

greater than or
equal to 60 points
and less than 70
points

greater than or
equal to 70 points
and less than 80
points

greater than or
equal to 80 points
and less than 90
points

greater than or
equal to 90 points
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